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GIROUX GLASS, INC. NOW A CERTIFIED CENTRIA DEALER-INSTALLER 

 
LOS ANGELES, CA, April 27, 2017 – Giroux Glass, Inc. announces that it has recently become a certified dealer-installer of CENTRIA 
products.  As a qualified member of the CENTRIA dealer network, this certification qualifies Giroux Glass as the one CENTRIA dealer-
installer to provide product and installation over the geographic regions that include from Merced in Central California, south to the 
California-Mexican border, and the Southern half of the state of Nevada.  
 
Bob Linford, vice president of California operations, is excited to offer this new service and product line. “CENTRIA is known within the 
industry as a top quality supplier of panel systems; in that respect, I feel that their focus on excellence makes them a perfect fit for our 
company. “ In addition, Linford feels that customers will benefit from this alliance, explaining, “Between offering CENTRIA products 
and our capabilities to fabricate panels and aluminum materials, we now provide our general contractors superior products as well as 
the installation for complete glass and panel wall systems. This can eliminate their need to source bids from other subcontractors, and 
get all they need, right here, with Giroux Glass. And in two of our top markets, if they want CENTRIA, we’re the one.” 
 
Nataline Lomedico, chief executive officer and president of Giroux Glass, shares Bob’s enthusiasm. “Offering CENTRIA products makes 
sense for our planned growth. Taking on additional components of a project enables us to better control and coordinate the timing of 
our wall system installations, ensuring schedules that run more smoothly and help us meet our clients’ goals. We now provide a 
seamless transition from wall to window systems.” 
 
Giroux Glass members of the Commercial Contracts team received training in both California and Pennsylvania, learning about the 
various insulated and non-insulated panel wall systems and their correct installation procedures. Fabrication for projects in both 
California and Nevada will take place in Giroux Glass’ San Bernardino, California plant. The San Bernardino fabrication plant was 
established in 2008, is powered by solar panels, and the facility was honored with the City’s “Environmental Award” in 2009. 
 
About Giroux Glass, Inc.: 
 
Giroux Glass, Inc., is a glass, glazing and architectural metals contracting company that operates branches in Los Angeles, San 
Bernardino, Las Vegas and Fresno. The company caters to commercial, high-end design, residential and retail sectors, and provides the 
latest cutting-edge technologies and best practices with a variety of CAD and repair services and tenant improvements. 
Giroux Glass was founded in Los Angeles in 1946, and has completed countless notable projects, including on such landmarks as the 
Skywalk at the Grand Canyon, the Getty Museum, the Staples Center, CityCenter, T-Mobile Arena and most hotels and casinos on Las 
Vegas Strip. For a slideshow of past projects, please click here. 
 
About CENTRIA: 
 
CENTRIA innovations in architectural metal wall and roof systems are helping building teams around the world reimagine the building 
envelope. From inspiration through installation, CENTRIA provides the highest level of expertise including service and support from an 
elite Dealer Network.  Based in Pittsburgh (Moon Township, Pa.), its metal architectural systems are the perfect combination of science 
and aesthetics, offering advanced thermal and moisture protection, the broadest spectrum of design options, truly integrated 
components, and superior sustainability. CENTRIA is an NCI Building Systems (NYSE:NCS) company.  
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